
Hotel Salpalinjan Hovi



Hotel building is a former elementary school. 
We have six apartment suites which have been beautifully renovated according to different school
subjects. 

• Mother tongue
• The room Native languages and literature has red as its main color. 

Red is the strongest color just like your native language is the most 

important language to you.

• History
• History can be black and white. The two big windows fill the room 

with light. Throw yourself on the bed bathing in sunlight and let 
your mind wander off to the different historical events and 
perspectives.



Physics, chemistry and mathematics                     Visual arts

• Luxurious metallic tones decorate the room that represents the 
so called hard sciences: physics, chemistry and mathematics. 
The well-being of society stems from these school subjects and 
forest and metal industries represent the industry in this area.   

• The blue-toned, Art-themed room is furnished with refreshing 
textiles and you can find art on the walls made with different 
techniques and styles and children´s drawings.



Biology and Geography

The green-toned Biology and Geography -themed apartment includes two 
rooms which comfortably fit a six-person family. The view from the 
windows open up to the garden and the school’s old sports court, which 
can be used by the family for playing and games.

In the desk you will find a biology book and on the walls you will find 
maps and old blackboards. Sustainable development is also part of 
the curriculum for these subjects.



Music suite

The gold and silver toned plush two roomed apartment is for you if 

you are in the mood for luxury in your life and want to have the 

wedding night of your life in the nature. The apartment has a 

separate entrance from outside and is well suited for long-term stays.

Make yourselves at home!                                                                         

The room has a kitchen-corner, bathroom, TV and WiFi. The 

apartment include everything necessary for living. 



Lounge and Reseption

You can lend books and board games from our
library

Our reception and lounge



Sauna



Traditional food Lemin Särä and campfire sausages



Winter Activities

Skating rink next to the hotel
We borrow skates, skis, snowshoes and 
Nordic walking sticks for free.



In winter you can go for a walk and ice fishing 
on the ice of Lake Saimaa

You can borrow traditional Finnish kick sleds 
and downhill sledges from us.

A variety of winter fun right from the hotel



Winter activities

Ice Fishing Bats hiberting in Salpa-line bunker



Salpa Line Bunker



Spring Activities

Bird watching Beaver nest



Beaver works



Good opportunities for cycling.

Bicycles also for the little ones. You can rent an electric fatbike.





Hiking trails in nearby Näkkiniemi



Path map



UNESCO Saimaa Geopark Muinaisuoma



UNESCO Saimaa Geopark





Summer activities



Swimming beach 400 meters from the hotel



UNESCO Saimaa GeoPark



Barbecue



Autumn activities



You can rent a boat or canoes from us



Rutola village trail





Catherine the Great and General Suvorov in the 
Lappeenranta Fortress



Kummakivi, Strange stone in Unesco Saimaa Geopark



LAKE SAIMAA AND LAPPEENRANTA

STUNNING EDUCATIONAL TRAVEL DESTINATION

The Finnish school system is one of the best in the world. 
Much attention has been paid to different learning environments in 
order to improve learning outcomes. 

Different Physical, Virtual, Social, Cultural and 
Mental Learning Environments.

LUT UNIVERSITY AND JAMIE HYNEMAN CENTER

Adventurous Methods

New innovations

Together with our cooperating companies and 
schools we can provide many sort of programs and 
contents for your educational trips. For example a program about 
Finnish educational system and school visits, science, sport, 
nature, culture, art camps etc. 


